
Where does creativity come from? How can we nurture it?  
 

Finding the root causes of creative thought and expression: Exploring the links between 

consciousness, creativity, and the developing brain.  

 

“Innocent of concepts, innocent of self, and thus open to the unmediated flow of perception.” 

(Batchelor, 2000 p.35) 

 

Perception 

“You can never know what something is like when you are not looking” (Blackmore, 

2005 p.129) 

Perception is what connects us to the material world. Yet, we are only ever perceiving 

a portion of what is perceivable (Murray, 1986). It is an openness to the world that is dictated 

by the entirety of the experience, or the experiencer (Murray, 1986). But we cannot learn or 

develop from simply perceiving. For perceptual data only serve as the building blocks for 

concepts (Richardson, 2000). Cognitive conceptions account for our ideas about the world 

that surrounds us─ they are projections of reality (Fedhusen, 1993). It is only when 

perceptual data enters the mind that it gains meaning (Richardson, 2000). During the journey 

into the mind, concepts change perceptual data into knowledge, but we require cognition to 

serve as a linkage in that process (Richardson, 2000). So, the more you see of something, the 

more static your conceptual interpretations become (Richardson, 2000). To build on this, we 

can add creativity into the mix. We can propose that creative thinking is adaptive thinking, so 

it requires a reconceptualisation of our concrete ideas (Fedhusen, 1993). If we assume that the 

younger we are, the less perceptual data we have encountered, and the less static our concepts 



are, knowledge can then exist as something that is not yet solidified─ open to imagination. 

So, this would suggest that it is more challenging to be imaginative as adults because it 

requires an alteration of our preconceived ideas. Whereas children are less likely to have 

developed solidified concepts, making imagination an instinctive process that accounts for 

what they do not yet know. What comes from this is that we must educate young people to 

seek ways to render the familiar unfamiliar, making it new and exciting, because “in order to 

see the world and grasp it as a paradoxical, we must break with our familiar acceptance of it” 

(Murray, 1986). 

There is no way of knowing how our perception of the world differs from others. We 

cannot know how something looks, feels, smells or tastes to someone else. Our private 

experiences have their own unique qualities that we cannot convey to anyone else 

(Blackmore, 2005). These unique, subjective, conscious experiences are otherwise known as 

‘Qualia’ (Blackmore, 2005).  Our experiences are all 

we know to be real. We cannot not know if our 

perceived physical world is real or about its deeper 

nature. Things have aspects of their being that are 

beyond human perception (Hood & Kraehe, 2017). We 

often struggle to recognise that our perception of the 

world is limited. For example, many birds have a four-

colour visual system, as opposed to our three-colour 

system, which provides them with a much stronger 

ability to see colour (Blackmore, 2005). What this reveals is that there is a possibility that 

many non-human animals are seeing the world through a more truthful lens. Try to imagine a 

new colour, a colour that humans cannot see. You will find that you cannot. This is because 

we must use our visual brain to imagine this and it lacks any representation of ultra-violet 



colours (Blackmore, 2005). So, creativity is limited to what we as humans can perceive, but it 

relies on what we choose to do with that perceived data. 

 

 Research has suggested that there is a link between creativity and curiosity (Hunter, 

Abraham, Goldberg, & Eastwood, 2016). This is worth noting because a younger child’s lack 

of perceptive experiences or encounters with ‘things’ enhances their curiosity. We as adults 

are generally less curious about our immediate surrounds and everyday encounters with 

‘things’.  So, it is reasonable to suggest that children live in a state of wide-awakeness. Wide-

Awakeness is a state of mind that that holds a heightened sense of consciousness, where we 

intentionally become critically aware and deeply engaged with our world (Williams, 2017). It 

seems that as we grow, we become less aware and less curious. But as educators we have a 

unique power to release the imagination (Greene, 1995) of young people before they lose 

touch with it entirely. This can be done through encouraging students to exist in a state of 

wide-awakeness, returning them to the open-mindedness that was once so familiar in the 

earlier years of their development. It is only then, when the passive attitude that is so 

commonly assumed in relation to their surroundings in school is transcended (Williams, 

2017).  

 

Consciousness 

Consciousness evolved through subjectivity, and subjectivity arises from the natural 

world. Blackmore (2005) proposes that to decipher whether something is conscious, we must 

ask ourselves “What is it like to be…?” and “if there is something it is like to be an animal 

(or computer, or baby) then that thing is conscious. Otherwise it is not” (p. 7). To imagine 

what the world is like from the animal’s point of view is to realise that that animal is 

conscious (Blackmore, 2005). This suggests that consciousness is in fact subjective. To 



highlight this, Blackmore (2005) states that “If several people tried to line up organisms from 

the least conscious to the most conscious, they would not agree.” So, in that case, how can a 

singular understanding of consciousness be validated? Infants tend to show empathy and 

attachment to their toys. If a child imagines what it is like to be their teddy, and they are 

successful, then Blackmore’s theory would suggest that in the child’s mind, the teddy is 

indeed conscious. This implies that 

there is a reason as to why children 

show a certain sensitivity toward 

material things─ because they see 

them as conscious beings. Children 

see objects as more than what they 

are claimed to be. They pay close 

attention to what things are capable of doing, rather than merely focusing on what they mean 

(Hood & Kraehe, 2017). Children have a similar relationship to objects as artists in that they 

are able to illustrate to others how they understand objects as co-makers of not only art, but 

every day life (Hood & Kraehe, 2017). They recognise the material vibrancy and agency 

within all forms of matter; human and non-human (Hood & Kraehe, 2017). These concepts 

arise from a New Materialist method of research that takes on an imaginative approach, based 

on being with and contemplating things (Bennett, 2010). This relationship that children have 

with the material world suggests that they inherently adopt a New materialist approach to life 

in that they see all ‘things’ as conscious beings.  

There are two types of relationships that objects can have – associative or conceptual 

(Heilman, 2005). Denney (1974) conducted an experiment that asked a group of individuals 

to pair objects, and the results were that the elderly people were more likely to group objects 

based on their associative relationship, whereas the case was the opposite for the younger 



participants. Heilman (2005) states that it is more abstract to group objects based on 

conceptual relationships (semantic categories). This implies that because younger people are 

less likely to have an immediate association between object and function, they are more 

likely to develop their own.  

 

“Who – or what – am I? Answers such as ‘I am my body’ or ‘I am my brain’ are 

unsatisfactory because I do not feel like a body or a brain. I feel like someone who owns this 

body and brain. But who could it be who feels as though she lives inside this head and looks 

out through these eyes? Who is it who seems to be living this life and having these 

experiences? Even so, I have this overwhelming sense that I exist.” (Blackmore, 2005 p.66) 

 

We assume that conscious experiences must be happening to someone because an 

experience requires an experiencer (Blackmore, 2005). There is a widely held belief that we 

all have an inner self that dictates our opinions and makes our decisions (Blackmore, 2005). 

Although, in reality there is no inner self, just a multitude of sensations. Sensations that are 

made up of our memories and other such relationships (Blackmore, 2005). We cannot assume 

that we are always conscious. If you ask yourself whether you are conscious now, the answer 

will always be yes. But you cannot answer for the times where you are not asking yourself 

that question (Blackmore, 2005).  Murray (1986) defined consciousness as “an openness that 

is specified or closed by that to which it is open in the perceptive act.” The ambiguity of 

concepts such as consciousness and self, means that they are realms of inquiry with no static 

answers. Thus, to explore these entities with students means that they have no option but to 

be creative. 

“What does it mean for a creature, or a machine for that matter, to ask itself a question?” 

(Blackmore, 2005 p.132). 



The links between spurious memories, dreams, and creativity. A reflection on George 

Christos’ Memory and dreams: The creative human mind 

Can dreams be counted as experiences? Or is it only when we have lucid dreams that 

they can be classified as genuine experiences? There is nothing going on in the brain during 

REM sleep that suggests we are not conscious during our dreams (Blackmore, 2005).  

 

 

(Christos, 2003 p.154) 

 

As a result of the overlapping storage of memories, the brain develops its own set of 

memories, called spurious memories (Christos, 2003). Despite what some researchers 

suggest, various studies advocate that spurious memories are extremely useful or essential for 

creativity and assisting the neural network to learn, adapt, generalise, classify, think, and 

make new associations (Christos, 2003).  

It has been hypothesized that we dream to generate new spurious memories, or to 

forget and unlearn irrelevant memories and information (Christos, 2003). This roughening up 

of the memory landscape prepares us for a new day of knowledge acquisition and creativity 

(Christos, 2003). These notions are supported when we look at recent studies that highlight 

the important link between forgetfulness and intelligence (Campbell, 2017). So, when we 



dream of weaker and seemingly less important memories, our brain is making room for new 

memories and knowledge (Christos, 2003). During REM sleep, the brain goes into a reverse-

learning mode where it works to unlearn processed input, essentially the opposite of what it 

does when we are awake (Christos, 2003). What these findings tell us is that we need sleep in 

order to unlearn past information so that we can learn and develop knowledge. One would 

assume that standardised education supports a process of acquiring information that opposes 

this way of learning. It asks its recipients to memorise a multitude of information, and a 

failure to recall under this framework is usually associated with poorer academic abilities.  

Adults have about one to two hours of REM sleep a day, whereas children have about five to 

eight hours (Roffwarg, Muzio, & Dement, 1996). Even though infants sleep for longer than 

adults, this remains a significant difference (Christos, 2003). One can assume that this 

differentiation is a contributor to why we forget so much of our childhood. The considerable 

amount of REM sleep in young children suggests that the brain is working harder to forget 

information. Enabling a deeper engagement with the world of knowledge that is still so new 

and exciting to a brain in its infantile state.  

It is often assumed that creativity is entirely new and original. But generally it holds 

features of stored memories or known facts (Christos, 2003). Creativity is a result of the 

intersections of ideas that are built upon each other. This illustrates a link between creativity 

and dreams, for our dreams are solely based on interconnections between spurious memories- 

inaccurate interpretations of our perceived reality. Christos (2003) proposes that spurious 

memories are indeed the source of creativity, and the excitation of spurious memories in our 

dreams suggests that dreaming itself is a viable source of creativity. The heightened amount 

of REM sleep in children means that they are more often engaged with their spurious 

memories. It is worth noting that there could be a link between this and the creative 

endeavours of young children. The existence of spurious memories within our dreams allows 



for an abandonment of critical function where we enter a state of imaginative associations 

that free the mind of evaluation, but simultaneously lead to meaningful implications (Murray, 

1986).  

 

Imaginative thinking 

It has been my focus in examining these bodies of research to understand and 

demystify creativity, whilst figuring out why many adults lack the capacity to nurture it 

(Rajivan, 2012). Creativity and imagination go hand in hand. For one to lose hold of 

imagination, creativity is inevitably lost. Imagination provides us with alternate worlds and 

realities and goes outside what is immediately perceivable. It recognises that concepts are 

ambiguous and unique to their bearer. It is a critical component in human growth and 

individuation (Murray, 1986).  To be an imaginative thinker means that one’s options are 

kept open, recognising and being accepting of new possibilities on every side (Murray, 1986).  

 

“The logical thinker carefully establishes his or her ground, finding building blocks and 

testing the progress at each stage. The imaginative thinker sees building blocks everywhere, 

so to speak, and selects for the time being any, and all, knowing full well that he or she 

ultimately will settle for certain ones at the appropriate moment. Unlike the logical thinker, 

the imaginative one will suspend decision after decision.” (Murray, 1986 p.33) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

On Friday, my Dad had to go to hospital because he had a heart attack. It was really late, but 

we had to go. So, we stayed there for a while and soon Mum thought of something. She 

thought that she could ring our cousin Jarrod, because we could sleep for the night there 

because it was so late. He was 26. When we got there, we were making paper planes. Mine 

turned into a real plane, then we all hopped in and flew to America. The next day, my Mum 

came to pick us up and we weren’t there. 
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